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February 19, 2014 

Mystic Ranger District 
  
 

 
Members Present:  
Chairman Jim Scherrer , Vice Chairman Dick Brown, David Hague, Lauris Tysdal, Danielle 
Wiebers, Tom Blair, Bob Burns, David Brenneisen, John Gomez,  Linda Tokarczyk, Richard 
Brown, Becci Flanders-Paterson, Alice Allen 
 
 
Members Absent:  
Mary Zimmerman, Craig Tieszen, Mike Verchio, Jeanne Whalen, Jennifer Hinkhouse, Bill 
Kohlbrand, Jessica Crowder, Lon Carrier, Tony Leif, Jeff Vonk, Nancy Trautman, Donovin 
Sprague, Keith Haiar, Richard Krull, Wayne Bunge, Ev Hoyt, Susan Johnson 
 
 
Forest Service Representatives:   
Craig Bobzien, Dennis Jaeger, Scott Jacobson, Ed Fischer, Ralph Adam, Scott Haas, Kurt Allen, 
Angie Ambourn,  Marie Curtin, Twila Morris 
  
 
Others:   
Approximately five members of the public were in attendance.  Three Congressional 
Representatives were also in attendance; Chris Blair (Johnson – D, South Dakota), Kyle Holt 
(Noem – R, South Dakota), and Mark Haugen (Thune – R, South Dakota) 
  
 
Introduction & Welcome:   
 
Scherrer:  Call the meeting to order, 1:04 p.m.  Thanks to Dick Brown for his work at the last 
meeting; I read the meeting notes, and it is clear that he did a good job. 
 
 
Approve the January Meeting Minutes: 
 
Scherrer:  Everyone received a copy of the minutes from the January meeting; thank you to 
those who made comments and suggestions.  Do I have a motion to approve the January NFAB 
meeting minutes?  Motion made by John Gomez second by Dave Brenneisen.  All in favor say 
aye, opposed say no; the minutes are approved.   
  
 
Approve the Agenda: 
 
Scherrer:   There are no changes in the agenda, or the alignment of the agenda.  Do I have a 
motion to approve the agenda?  Motion made by Linda Tokarczyk, second by Danielle Wiebers.  
All in favor say aye, opposed say no; the agenda is approved. 
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Housekeeping: 
  
Bobzien:  The restrooms and exits are out the front door, and the back door.   
 
 
Comments to the Chair 
 
Bobzien:  Thank you Mr. Chairman.  We have a really good agenda today that is also timely 
with the Motorized Travel Working Group reporting.  We’ll have a couple of assignments of 
working groups today for work on Regional issues, and also some foundational types of topics 
today.   
 
Before we move on I would like to recognize Marie Curtin, Marie, please stand.  Marie has 
worked closely with Twila and Scott and has done an outstanding job for all of us regarding 
NFAB business.  Marie has announced her retirement effective the end of this month; she will be 
missed.  Thank you Marie for all the work you’ve done behind the scenes to make the NFAB a 
success and run smoothly, we appreciate all that you’ve done.  Thank you. 
 
 
Meeting Protocols: 
 
Scherrer:  Make sure your phone is on silent or vibrate.  Input from audience members will 
come at the end of the meeting if we have time.  We’ve set aside 15 minutes for public comment, 
but if we do not have time, I recommend that you take your concerns to the Board member that 
represents your area of interest; and that Board member can make sure that your input is heard.   

 
 

Hot Topics 
 
Legislative Updates - Federal 
 
Scherrer:   Next we would like to hear from our Congressional Representatives; we try to stay at 
three minutes each, but we are glad that you are here, so we’ll let you go ahead with your 
updates.    We’ll start out with the senior Senator Representative, Chris Blair of Senator 
Johnson’s office. 
 
Chris Blair:  The Farm Bill has finally passed and been signed by the President.  The five year 
Farm Bill includes key forestry and wildfire provisions including:  Permanent reauthorization of 
Good Neighbor Authority; this encourages agencies to work collaboratively across state and 
local boundaries to reduce wildfire risks and improve forest health.  Permanent reauthorization of 
Stewardship Contracting.  Air Tankers; the Bill grants new authority for the USFS to lease large 
air tankers and other aerial support for up to five years.  Wildfire disaster funding act; to create a 
separate disaster account - well over 60% of the Forest Service (FS) budget is allocated to fight 
fires.   
 
Scherrer:  Thanks Chris for your update, are there any questions for Chris.  If not, we’ll ask 
Mark Haugen of Senator Thune’s office to speak next.   
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Mark Haugen:   On a non-forest related issue; Senator Thune married off his oldest daughter 
last weekend.  The Senator was in Sioux Falls last weekend, he’ll be in Pierre tomorrow, and he 
was in Rapid City a week ago Friday.  While he was out in Rapid City, he met with the stock 
growers, the chamber, and the timber industry folks.  He also attended the Stock Show and 
visited with folks in attendance there. 
 
Senator Thune, Johnson, and Representative Noem submitted letters to Secretary Vilsack 
requesting speedy payment of the relief payments from the October blizzard; because of this 
encouragement, the payments should be made in 60 days. 
 
In addition to what Chris stated about the Farm Bill, a few more key points are:   

• Provides Forest Service with greater flexibility in dealing with large-scale forest health 
problems on National Forest System lands.  

• 86 million acres of National Forest System lands are at high risk of uncharacteristic 
wildfire, insect outbreaks, or disease. Providing increased use of the proven authorities of 
the Healthy Forest Restoration Act on additional acres of National Forests will help 
reduce the threat of wildfire and allow the Forest Service to proactively treat stands 
before they begin to die and deteriorate.  

• A 3,000 acre categorical exclusion will help address severe forest health problems on a 
timely basis. 

• Reauthorizes Stewardship contracting, with improvements made to address ongoing 
concerns about fire liability on these contracts 

• Expands Good Neighbor Authority to all NFS lands, as well as the expanded authority to 
use Designation by Description to reduce the costs of sale administration. 

 
Brown:  Was there anything relating to support of ethanol or biofuel? 
 
Haugen:  Yes; as part of his ongoing battle in support of the biofuels industry, Senator Thune 
fought for reauthorization of the Biomass Crop Assistance Program (BCAP) he introduced as 
stand-along legislation which was included in the 2008 Farm Bill and now reauthorized in the 
2014 Farm Bill.  Due its probability of playing a major role in the development of biomass and 
the biofuels industry, Senator Thune’s BCAP receives $25,000,000 per year in mandatory 
funding under the 2014 Farm Bill. 
BCAP partners with hundreds of farmers across the country to develop sustainable new biofuels 
and other products from non-food crops, providing farmers with additional farm income and 
producing next-generation energy sources. The program currently supports more than 1,100 
American growers in 188 counties across 12 states, who are converting 53,000 underutilized 
acres to energy crops.  As the biofuels industry improves technology BCAP will provide 
assistance to encourage biomass production in areas of South Dakota less suitable for commodity 
crop production. 
 
[Additional Farm Bill information below was provided for the notes outside of the meeting] 
Under the Conservation title, the “Sodsaver” provision was included which is another issue that 
Senator Thune has been on the forefront, beginning with the efforts in the 2008 Farm Bill to 
make common-sense reforms to crop insurance to remove the policy that allows insured crops 
planted on newly converted native sod to receive the same crop insurance coverage as crops on 
the farm that are planted on much more productive land.  Thune’s sodsaver provision does not 
prohibit producers from insuring crops planted on newly converted native sod, it simply scales 
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back premium subsidy levels and indemnity amounts on this land for four years.  Although 
Senator Thune would have preferred this policy be implemented nationwide, it will be 
implemented in six entire states, including South Dakota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Montana, 
Iowa, and Minnesota and saves taxpayers $114 million over ten years.  Sodsaver is strongly 
supported by South Dakota’s grazing livestock industry and will help preserve native sod and 
long standing grasslands.  
 
Conservation Compliance Linkage to Crop Insurance Premium Subsidy Eligibility:  Upon the 
request of South Dakota and national commodity, crop insurance and conservation and wildlife 
groups, Senator Thune worked very diligently to help draft a common-sense policy that links 
conservation compliance requirements to crop insurance premium subsidy eligibility.  The final 
policy provides a broad window for farms not currently in compliance to obtain approved 
conservation plans.  Senator Thune was pleased to be able to take an active role in this 
collaborative effort, which sets the stage for future collaboration among conservation and 
wildlife interests and the production agriculture community. 
 
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP):  Senator Thune was able to bring about modifications to 
CRP policy in the Farm Bill so that residue and cover from CRP can be effectively managed and 
utilized without being burned at an expense to taxpayers.  Eliminating this practice could save up 
to $8 million in South Dakota alone. 
 

Sun Grant Initiative:  As he accomplished in the 2008 Farm Bill, Senator Thune ensured the 
reauthorization of the Sun Grant Initiative, which has enabled South Dakota State University to 
spearhead regional efforts and conduct valuable research for development of biomass crops and 
further the development of biofuels. 

Scherrer:  Thank you Mark.  Are there any questions for Mark before we move on to Kyle Holt 
from Representative Noem’s office?  If not, Kyle; you’re up. 
 
Kyle Holt:  I think Mark and Chris got ahold of my notes – they pretty much covered everything 
there is to know about the Farm Bill.  One key thing to note is that the Stewardship authority will 
allow for 10 year contracts; allowing the FS to streamline the process and get more work done on 
the ground.  The Protect Our Prairies Act was included, as well as the PILT program funding.     
 
Kristi was out a week ago Friday; she was here at this office to discuss the forestry provisions.  
This was a fairly last minute event, and we thank the FS for accommodating us on such short 
notice.  Kristi enjoys the opportunity to have discussions with folks, and that’s exactly what she 
did here last Friday.   
 
Scherrer:  Thank you Kyle.  Are there any questions for Kyle?   
 
We may not have State Legislative updates today; both Senator Tieszen and Verchio are in 
Pierre; and we do not have a Wyoming representative.  Both Tieszen and Rampleberg have a bill 
in the Senate related to mountain pine beetle (MPB) funding.  The other is House Bill 1097 
which is being voted on this afternoon relating to the re-classification of taxation of Agricultural 
lands.  This will be a huge impact on our Forest as there is the potential for a lot of open spaces 
to go into development.  I’ll defer to Linda Tokarczyk for comments on the Wyoming issues. 
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Tokarczyk:  I have nothing to add, thank you. 
 
Scherrer:  Craig do you have anything to add?  
 
Bobzien:  Thanks to Chris, Mark and Kyle; you’ve covered everything I had on my list 
regarding the Farm Bill, thank you.  The Titles are now in place; yet how we’ll apply them still 
has to be determined.  In regards to the South Dakota legislation, the news is that it will be some 
days or weeks before there is a vote on the MPB issue.  This last weekend, I attended the 
Governor’s Snowmobile Ride.  A number of legislators were there as well; they all witnessed the 
work that has been done in the forest to reduce the impact of the MPB and were also educated 
about the work that goes in to re-routing trails to avoid timber sale traffic for safety.  There was a 
lot of interest and the work on the Forest got a lot of attention. 
 
Our Regional Forester, Dan Jiron, testified with the joint Wyoming Ag and Senate Committees; 
in both cases they’ve been very supportive of the MPB All Lands Strategy, they had brought that 
forward, and the majority of the money in Wyoming has gone to the Black Hills area.  The last 
few years it has been very favorable for our Forest. 
 
The Conservation Leader group met on the 13th.  We’ll hear more from that group regarding the 
forest health condition, and what is occurring.  This group has a good game plan for what has 
been done and a look in the future for what needs to be done and why.  It all stitches together 
quite well, it was reflected in that meeting.  The next meeting is May 16; one of their objectives 
will be to adopt a Three Year Plan.  We’ll hear first-hand today about the forest health. 
 
Scherrer:  Thank you Craig.  We’ll move on to the regular agenda now; starting with the 2013 
Forest Health Survey and bug flight report.  Kurt, Angie and Derek are all here to present today; 
Craig. 
 
 

Regular Agenda 
 
2013 Forest Health Survey (bug flight) ~ Craig Bobzien, Kurt Allen, Derek Larsen 
 
Bobzien:  I would like to introduce Derek Larsen, with Spearfish Forest Products; Derek gave 
the same report he’ll give today, to the Conservation Leader group.  Derek will also describe the 
partners that helped create this.  Kurt Allen and Angie Ambourn will also follow up with their 
interpretation as forest health specialists.   
 
Larsen:  [PowerPoint Presentation] 
 
Cooperators for project:  Niemen Timber Company, US Forest Service, SD Division of Resource 
Conservation and Forestry, and Wyoming Division of Forestry/Weston County Weed and Pest. 
 
Discussion Points: 

• MPB infested acres by County in 2012: 
o Crook:  621 
o Custer:  3,986 
o Lawrence:  6,918 
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o Meade:  62 
o Pennington:  22,259 
o Weston:  139 
o Total:  33,985 

 
• Past four years infested acres total for all Counties: 

o 2009:  9,529.9 
o 2010:  20,044.1 
o 2011:  31,189.7 
o 2012:  33,984.8 
o Total:  94,748.4 

 
• Three “Zones” in the Black Hills: 

o Resiliency Zone – outer perimeter of Hills and Bearlodge Mountains 
 Estimated treatment costs including 2013 brown trees, and 2014 green 

infested trees:  $932,472 
o Restraining Zone – USFS “Resiliency, Holding” 

 Estimated treatment costs including 2013 brown trees, and 2014 green 
infested trees:  $10,811,186 

o Recover Zone – Oldest infestation – Central Hills 
 Estimated treatment costs including 2013 brown trees, and 2014 green 

infested trees:  $32,697,831 
 
Scherrer:  What does the $32 million include?  What percent of that is cleaning up the excess 
fuel that has littered the central part of the hills? 
 
Larsen:  This is just for the 2013 brown trees and the 2014 green infested trees.  This is just the 
trees that we anticipate to be in those areas and the cost figure based on an estimated density of 
infested trees of 100 trees per acre, and an estimated cost of $12.00 per tree. 
 
Scherrer:  It’s interesting that when you speak of the Central Hills, you say that you’ve “walked 
away” from it.  I know that hearing you say that would make you some people – especially those 
of us who live there - feel uncomfortable; that’s not an accusation to you.  This is still to me a 
major disaster waiting to happen in the Central Hills, and it’s disheartening when I hear you say 
you’ve walked away from that area. 
 
Larsen:  We have a 30,000 acre circle; this is what Industry can treat in a year.  I know that’s not 
popular, but when you are trying to be as effective as possible – you have to put the circle where 
we can the best possible impact. 
 
Gomez:  You said earlier that the report was positive; in what ways do you see it as a positive? 
 
Larsen:  The biggest positives were in eastern Pennington and Lawrence counties.  There wasn’t 
a lot of treatment in the western Pennington County side so that is where the growth is. 
 
Gomez:  You have four years of data, and very good maps now; is there anything you can 
discern of where it’s going to spread, where it has spread? 
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Larsen:  Up till 2010 it has been a slow northern progression, but in the last year, it was more 
centrally located.   
 
Bobzien:  I would like to invite Kurt Allen and Angie Ambourn to join Derek at this time.  
Derek was involved with our partners, and Kurt and Angie did further work to verify the 
numbers and infested areas. 
 
Kurt Allen:  I’m with the RMFH.  We know that this group knows the basics; so we won’t go 
into a lot of background information.  
 
[PowerPoint Presentation] 
 
Allen:  We’ve had these epidemics on a regular basis; every 25/30 years.  This epidemic has a 
relatively short turnaround time; the Black Hills is a great place to grow ponderosa pine trees; 
this is a native insect, we know that it doesn’t kill every tree on the forest.  We had a fast 
growing landscape epidemic; in the last year, we’ve plateaued, so we aren’t seeing the same 
growth as we have in the past.  Things have stabilized in some places, in others the population 
has actually gone down.  We are past the expediential growth stage of the epidemic.  
 
Ambourn:  There are a lot of natural control methods that are really ramping up (other insects, 
etc.) and that is a sign that things are starting to shift.   
 
Allen:  One of the big things we saw this year is the large areas that have been treated in the last 
10 to 12 years and there just isn’t a lot of activity in those areas.  In the Rochford area, a lot of 
area did not get treated, and you can tell.  Derek mentioned Lawrence County and the drop of 
infestation and that was because of a significant amount of turf being treated. 
 
Scherrer:  When you say treated is that commercial, cut and chunk and all of the treatments? 
 
Allen:  Commercial thinning is where we can cover the serious chunks of ground, but yes, it 
includes all kinds of treatments. 
 
Blair:  in the Northern Hills particularly, Mother Nature was cooperative in 2013 with the 
amount of moisture received.  High amounts of moisture are tough on the MPB.    
 
Allen:  That is true; the forest as a whole had a significant amount of moisture which certainly 
did help. 
 
Ambourn:  I’ll quickly talk about where our data comes from.  On the Southern part of the 
forest we had a much better time in gridding the forest, on the Northern Hills, the roads were 
closed, more snow, etc.  We put in transects and counted all of the trees that were dead and the 
ones that were green but infested.  This gave us a ratio of green to red.  This tells us if it’s 
expanding, decreasing, or staying static. 
 
Across the forest as a whole, we ran into a lot more transects that were static this year than in the 
past.  The survey is all done scientifically; this isn’t just a random experiment type sample.  We 
also did brood sampling; this is where we cut out a 6x6 piece of the bark and count the larva.  
The next two maps show this example. 
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Allen:  The red/green ratio is an evaluation of the damage; the brood sample is the beetle 
population itself.   
 
Ambourn:  This study takes it to a forest wide scale.   
 
Flanders-Patterson:  What do you think is causing this slowing, are they imploding on 
themselves? 
 
Allen:  Overall it looks like we’ve plateaued – not really going up anymore.  This doesn’t mean 
we don’t have a large beetle epidemic.  There are still areas that are very active.  A lot of the 
areas in the central hills are static or decreasing, and some of that is because much of the trees 
are dead.  A number of things are steading the population; wood borers for example, have 
become really active.   
 
Scherrer:  I understand the comment that it looks like it has plateaued.  Would you feel that that 
statement is warranted based upon this data?  Your data is one year compared to years of where 
we had explosive amounts, or do you think – the plateauing is coming because you are seeing the 
natural predators coming in to play and that is what is neutralizing and controlling?  I’m very 
uncomfortable about saying there is a plateau when our County is 30% infested.  Upon what data 
do you make the statement now that says that this is a plateau?  I would prefer you to say, 
preliminary data indicates it is plateauing but the data is inconclusive at this time; but that’s not 
what we hear you saying. 
 
Ambourn:  We have several years of data to support that statement.   
 
Allen:  Forest wide it is plateauing; I have no question with the data.  I didn’t say it is over, but 
as an entire forest it has reached a peak.  Over on the state line, it has not reached the peak.  In 
the past we did it project by project.  As an entire forest, it is more complex.  It depends on 
where you are on the forest; I have no question that as a forest we have peaked out.  1.5 million 
acres – is a big chunk of ground to consider. 
 
Scherrer:  Have you been doing the same type of transects in past years as you have in 2013? 
 
Ambourn:  We did more sampling last year than in past years. 
 
Allen:  We probably did the same amount of sampling – it was just more spread out last year.  In 
previous years, we did sampling on individual projects, it was more intense, and we did a much 
higher set of samples on the individual projects.   
 
Scherrer:  As entomologists, and as experts with nothing else to gain but to inform us; if you 
were asked what in your mind, based on your experience, what would you project will happen to 
the epidemic if we pull away from the aggressive collaborative approach that we’ve had in the 
past and stop doing it.  We’ve never before had the commercial timber industry along with, 
private, county, state, federal and others cooperating.  If we no longer have the resolve, if people 
lose interest or money- what, as experts, do you see will happen if we stop right now? 
 
Allen:  No I wouldn’t stop – the epidemic is not over; what will happen is tough to say – would 
say it will spike back up.  
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Ambourn:  There is plenty of data to support the statement that treatment helps. 
 
Scherrer:  When the volume of the bugs is so overwhelming, there are areas that are infested 
even in the thinned out areas.  I just want to get a perspective for this group, so they have 
information to take to the legislation.  The fact of the matter is they do overwhelm some areas. 
 
Allen:  They can yes.  We certainly see it; most of the stuff that looks good is stuff that has been 
treated.  It depends on size of treatment area, etc.  One of the things we hear – especially from 
Colorado is – “we thinned this 100 acre patch and it got killed anyway”.  The thing is, they 
thinned 100 acres, but there was 100,000 acres of infested trees around that area.  Craig refers to 
that as the “snow cone in the oven”.  It’s hard to grasp the matter of scale.  It just has to be 
included when you get to the landscape that this epidemic is encompassing. 
 
Scherrer:  I just hope that in the event that if you are asked to testify on this issue, that your 
projections will state the problem we’ll have if progress stops; because we have a very large 
epidemic. 
 
Wiebers:  Would it be fair to say that it has plateaued, but not at a number that is sustainable for 
a forest this size? 
 
Allen:  That is a good way to put it, thank you.  Static can be a lot of dead trees, or it can be not 
many per acre.   A plateau can still be a relatively high number.  At this point, it’s not going up.  
 
Larsen:  We only saw a 9% growth, it was still 34,000 acres; the rate is lower, but our acreage is 
high. 
 
Brenneisen:  We have to constantly remind people what these numbers, the 34,000 acres, is not 
new acres of infestation.  This is 34,000 acres of what is left that wasn’t treated in the past year. 
34,000 acres of trees that had been infested in 2012, and were still standing, but have now turned 
red.  If you take away all of the treatments, you’ll have an instantaneous jump.  There is growth, 
but we are treating the trees prior to there being a visual indicator. 
 
Allen:  One of the hardest things we deal with, unless we are having a major epidemic, is that no 
one cares.  It’s like a forest fire, unless we have a major season, no one pays any attention.  20 
years ago, trying to get people to understand that the epidemic was coming was hard.  It’s hard to 
maintain interest when it’s not hitting you on the head.     
 
Brenneisen:  This infestation did not start in one particular area, and people think it’s got all 
kinds of patterns, east to west, etc.  If you look at the late 1990s the MPB was everywhere; 
you’re not going to take MPB from a tree in spearfish and trace his genetics back to Deerfield 
Lake.  This is and always has been a Forest wide epidemic. 
 
Allen:  That is accurate.  The way I like to say it, is thru the course of the last 15 to 18 years 
we’ve had 4-5 epidemics.  Beaver Park, those bugs didn’t end up in other areas.  Black Elk was a 
pretty separate incident.  Back in the late 1990s we had almost 80% of the forest that had 
elevated numbers.   
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Blair:  We’ve been talking around the edges of the issue today, but this whole thing is all about 
lessons learned, and if we don’t continually remind people that we’ve gone thru one of the 
toughest lessons, they’ll forget about it, and we can never forget about this.  If you look at these 
maps and compare them to the weather; some of the driest years were 1990 to 2004; and the pine 
beetle grew well during those years.  You should never let this be forgotten.   
 
Burns:  This is good information to know.  The epidemic didn’t start in the Black Elk 
Wilderness or in Harney Peak; the disadvantage to these two areas is that they stand above the 
rest of the forest and can been seen all around.  The epidemic didn’t start in one area and infest 
the whole Black Hills.  We have to realize this is a forest situation. 
 
Allen:  We try to lump this in to one epidemic, but it’s not. 
 
Flanders-Paterson:  You say that the MPB is moving to the west, are we proactively getting 
ahead of it, cutting, thinning, and harvesting the good wood, and killing two birds with one 
stone?  Can we get ahead of it, or is it too big of a project? 
 
Allen:  A lot of the expansion out there is in the Briggs Project Area, which is set to be sold this 
year or next year.  The other big growth area around Nemo is under a number of timber sales and 
some of them are being cut this winter.  The other one just across the border in Wyoming, the 
Rattlesnake Project Area will also be sold soon.  
 
Flanders-Paterson:  So the Forest Service is strategically positioned I’m sure.   
 
Bobzien:  Thanks to Derek Larsen for presenting today.  This is a more sophisticated way to 
examine digitized infestation information; before it was an aerial fight with a map on their knees.  
Angie and Kurt – thanks for your analysis and for all that you’ve done. 
 
Becci, yes, we take this scientific information and put it up against a number of different tools 
and determine what our best 30,000 acres is.   We take the advice given us by Kurt and Angie; 
consider their reasons and understand that needs to be restored and why; what is our best 
possible outcome. 
 
Scherrer:  We are right on schedule.  Let’s take a 10 minute break, when we reconvene, we’ll 
hear from the Motorized Travel Working Group. 
 
 
Motorized Travel Working Group Update ~ Tom Blair 
 
Scherrer:  The next item on the agenda is the Motorized Travel Working Group.  The National 
Forest Advisory Board acts as the Forest’s Resource Advisory Committee (RAC).  As a part of 
the decision made by Craig Bobzien on Travel Management, this Board is responsible for 
reviewing and making a recommendation on travel management permit fees.  The 
recommendation made today will be for changes to be activated in January 2015.  We assigned a 
Working Group and today they are bringing forth recommendations to the Board.  We will 
discuss these recommendations.  We will have a final review and vote on the recommendations 
in March 2014. 
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Blair:  Dave Hague, Bob Burns, Becci Flanders-Patterson, Mary Zimmerman and several 
support people from the Forest Service met to discuss motorized travel permit fees.  The 
Working Group has been a small group.  Scott Haas has been instrumental in finding locations 
where we could meet.   I want to thank all these folks for their help and participation.  
   
The recommendations are fairly straight forward.  We have 3 ½ years of numbers for Travel 
Management.  We are in the infancy stage of this process, of figuring out where we want to be.  
We have approximately 600 of the 700 miles of proposed trails open at this time.  We haven’t 
met some goals due to budgets: fee collection, KV funds, line item issues, and the grant process, 
particularly grants from the State of South Dakota.  The financial numbers have changed in the 
past few years, with grant money and KV funds decreasing.   
 
Three years ago we recommended a seven-day sticker.  The Forest did not sell very many and 
the cost difference between the seven day and annual permits was only $5.00.   
 
The Motorized Travel Working Group proposes the following: 
 
1) Roll the 7-day permit into the $25.00 annual permit fee 
 
2) Keep the Working Group.  Maybe meeting just a few times a year or as needed. 
 
3) Close the trails that need it. There is a need to close trails that border creeks, for instance. We 
think the Forest Service needs to look at some of these areas. 
 
4) Increase marketing with State tourism. The Forest Service should get involved with Chambers 
of Commerce, etc.  They should cooperate with folks who are marketers, like State Tourism. 
 
5) Get dealers to sell stickers. The best time to sell a motorized trail permit is when folks are 
buying machines.  The Forest should arrange to sell stickers at dealers. 
 
6) The Working Group needs data so that costs stay within the budget appropriated.  We do not 
know where we are at.  We think the estimate is 300 dollars a mile.  We should only be servicing 
the miles we have money for.  Otherwise we need to up the budget by charging more, and look 
to other areas where money might be available. 
 
7) Need to work with public businesses on grants.  Work with Polaris, etc.  They have money 
available, and they like to put their logos on products.  We could find places to spend those kinds 
of money. 
 
Scherrer:  Two discussions.   Number One, the entire Board needs to make a decision.  The only 
issue the NFAB needs to vote on is Item #1.  Before we start that discussion, do any members of 
the Working Group - Dave, Becci or Bob - have any comments to add at this time? 
 
Tysdal:  On Item #1, can we scratch the $25.00 until we see what the annual fee is going to be? 
 
Burns:  If we increase the annual fee to $60.00, or some other larger amount, then we would 
want to keep the $20.00 seven-day permit.  If we are to change the fees by rolling the 7-day 
permit into the annual permit, or raise the permit fees, do we have to go through a process of 
public engagement?  
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Bobzien:  Yes.  If there is a change, we have to have public meetings.  We will do our 
homework on this.  But, in fairness to the public, we would want to provide an opportunity for 
them to comment. 
 
Scherrer:  I would like to have a discussion of Item #1.   
 
Allen:  I was wondering why you did not propose to raise the annual fee. 
 
Blair:  We do not have a cost analysis for how the money raised with permits is being spent.    
 
Hague: Part of the reason for not raising the annual fee is that if you do not know what your 
operating costs are, then you do not know what your price point is. 
 
Burns:  We do not have that information because we are going from building trails, to trail 
maintenance and law enforcement. 
 
Bobzien:  Thank you to the Working Group and the Board.  There is a change here.   Do you 
have a summary statement explaining the change as indicated in Item #1?  The public will ask, 
“why?”   
 
Burns:  We did not know that you would have to go through a public comment period.  We are 
trying to simplify these things.   
 
Flanders-Paterson:  The consensus of our Board this morning was that we do not have enough 
information to make a decision on fees because we do not have a comprehensive economic 
evaluation.  The Record of Decision for Travel Management indicated the system would be an 
active system, and we need to wait until we get a cost-benefit report. 
 
Hague:  It simplifies the fee system to get rid of the seven-day permit. 
 
Gomez:  When would be the next time we could make a change? 
 
Bobzien: A change can be made annually. 
 
Tysdal:  If we change it now we have to go through public hearings, if we do not change it we 
do not need to go through public hearings. 
 
Scherrer:  Does the Working Group have a comment? 
 
Flanders-Paterson:  I think we could leave it alone until we have a complete financial statement 
and can provide a reliable explanation for our recommendation. 
 
Hague: We thought by getting rid of the 7-day permit, we would boost income, by encouraging 
sales of more annual permits. 
 
Blair:  I do not think that anyone has strong feelings about changes to permit fees, but the 
Working Group does think the Forest Service should not overspend its money. 
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Scherrer:  It makes sense to leave things alone for now, until we have more data.  Once we have 
more data, we can make a recommendation. 
 
We would need a motion to modify the Working Group’s recommendation to say, “Keep permits 
fees as they are.”  The motion was made and seconded. 
 
Brenneisen:  Are any of these recommendations possible without going to public hearings? 
 
Bobzien:  The first item is the responsibility of the Resource Advisory Committee.  The other 
items are beyond the question posed in the motion.   
 
Scherrer:  Discussion?   
 
Tokarczyk:  Do we know when we will have the financial data?   
 
Scherrer:  Scott Haas is our new Recreation Specialist.  He was at the meeting today and has 
experience with Off-road travel.  Scott, can you give us a status? 
 
Haas:  What the Forest Service needs to know is the specific information that the Board and 
Working Group are requesting.  We can probably roundup that data in about a month, after 
receiving the request.   
 
Scherrer:  Will the Working Group that presents a recommendation to this Board next 
January/February 2015, have the data needed to make a recommendation? 
 
Haas:  Yes.  I just need the specific questions. 
 
Scherrer:  All those in favor of the motion?  Nine - yes.  Opposed - no.  The Motion passed 
unanimously. 
 
We see ourselves as businessmen, we see them as bureaucrats.  The point is, these folks have 
some good ideas, and that leads us to the next part of the discussion. Item # 2 - Would we 
continue the Working Group, in preparation for January 2015? 
 
Brenneisen:  Can any of the remaining items be accomplished without going through the public 
engagement process? 
 
Bobzien:  Yes.  The remaining items are ways and means - how can we have a sustainable 
system over time.  These items are all within our purview.  It is helpful to hear the “why” on all 
recommendations. 
 
Blair:  The next six items we talked about this morning are items that probably could be 
instituted within the Forest Service RAC.  We think it is important to continue the Working 
Group.  We think it is important that dangerous trails or trails causing environmental problems 
be closed.  There is an increased need for marketing, and State Tourism is a good place to start. 
 
We talked a lot about selling tickets.  We do not have the answer, but hope the Working group 
will come up with suggestions.  We talked a lot about the “cost versus expenditures” issue, and 
feel that it needs to be continuously looked at.  Dave suggested we look at Grants that might be 
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available from Polaris, Yamaha, etc.  If you are building a good trail system, these businesses 
might want to be part of that.  We have a line item in our budgets for grants. 
 
Flanders-Paterson:  Regarding Item #6 - the size of our system will directly reflect the funds 
we bring in.  We want our funds to reflect the needs for maintenance, Law Enforcement, etc.   
The system would stay within its means. 
 
Scherrer:  Items three thru seven would work well if we had a Working group. 
 
Bobzien:  The RAC can give specific recommendations if there is to be a change.  They can look 
at it annually.  That is where a Working Group would be practical. 
 
Blair:  We might need new appointments as some of the current members will have their terms 
expire before fall. 
 
Bobzien:  The Forest is interested in continuing the Working Group.  For practicality, we would 
initially want the same members on the Working Group.   
 
Scherrer:  Activity will be minimal in the near future.  I would like to see current members 
interface with Scott Haas and Ralph Adam to get questions answered, so when we have a new 
Working group in the fall, we will have the information we need.  Let’s keep the Working Group 
as it is now, possibly without formal meetings.  Scott Haas and Ralph Adam could interface with 
Dave, Becci and Bob to identify information needed.  The Working Group will change when 
terms expire, but this will provide continuity of the process through the year.  Thank you. 
 
 
Appointment of Recreational Facilities Working Group ~ Craig Bobzien 
 
Scherrer:   Thank you Tom for your help with the Working Group.   
 
Blair: It has been ten and a half years that Jim and I have been coming to the NFAB Meetings.  
It has been a nice ride.  Thank you. 
 
Bobzien:  Tom, thank you.   
 
Just before jumping into the Recreation Working Group, consider that Working Groups are a 
subset of our Advisory Board.  We can go outside the NFAB, but the Working Group is mostly 
NFAB members.  I look at what interests and background our members have when establishing a 
Working Group.  The second piece is valuing your time and being respectful of your time.  With 
the Recreation Facilities Working Group, Ralph Adam and Scott Haas have talked about the 
challenges ahead regarding current conditions of facilities, and whether our facilities are 
appropriate to meet the needs of the future.  We can look at concessionaires and other venues.   
 
People who have interest in serving on the Recreational Facilities Working Group are Dick 
Brown, Alice Allen, Lon Carrier, and Linda Tokarczyk.  There is one other that I have not heard 
from yet, to confirm.  But those four have expressed willingness to work on this subject.  Our 
thinking is that we have a Recreation Facilities Analysis – a portion of which has already been 
implemented.  We have some specific challenges regarding specific sites.  Scott Haas will be the 
group leader for this.  We need to consider the big spectrum, while analyzing issues and looking 
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at details.  We will provide that this spring, and this summer the Working Group will visit some 
of these sites to decide how to handle them. We will have data collection in the fall.  We need to 
update our Facility Plan and finalize it next December/January.  It will probably be a good year.   
 
Scherrer:  I will leave it to Dick Brown to follow your guidance, and call meetings, etc. 
 
BREAK 
 
Forest Plan Brief ~ Ed Fischer 
 
Scherrer:  Mr. Ed Fischer is going to provide an overview and introduction to National Forest 
Planning.  
 
Bobzien:   Ed will be presenting some foundational information regarding the “Why” of Forest 
planning and some of the laws.  Ed will also talk about Forest Plan Monitoring. This guides our 
work. 
 
Fischer:  I met with this group before and we talked about Laws including the National Forest 
Management Act (NFMA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).   There are 
others - Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act, etc.  Today we fill focus on the National Forest 
Management Act.      
 
(See Power Point Presentation) 
  
Background Forest planning is required by and guided by the National Forest Management Act 
of 1976 (NFMA).  Planning must also consider other laws presented earlier, including the 
Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act, and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).   
 
Why is NFMA important? NFMA contains substantive requirements for forest planning and 
management.  For instance, NFMA directs that the Forest Service will have two planning levels.  
Specifically:  

= Each national forest or grassland shall have an overarching land and resource management 
plan (forest plan) which provides programmatic general forest management direction.  Forest 
plans shall be revised at least every 15 years.   
= Forest plans shall provide for multiple use and sustained yield, diversity of plant and 
animal species, and the protection of resources to preserve the productivity of land, among 
other things.  Forest plans usually describe a desired future condition to be achieved over 
time, as well as limits to management actions.   
= The general management direction in the forest plan will be implemented by a series of 
site-specific project decisions designed to achieve goals and objectives.   
= Project decisions shall be consistent with the forest plan, meaning the actions will be 
conducted in accordance with the direction given in the forest plan.   

 
What are the sources of direction for planning? Direction lies in law, regulation, and policy:  
= law – NFMA – 16 U.S.C. 1604 -- requirements include  

= integrated land management planning using an interdisciplinary approach in NEPA 
= public participation in development, review, amendment and revision of forest plans 
= provide for multiple use and sustained yield of products and services 
= One integrated plan for each unit of the National Forest System 
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= regulation – 36 CFR 219 (2012) – requirements and features include 
= adaptive planning process – to address future uncertainty – update plans using frequent 
amendments rather than waiting till revision 
= all-lands approach – landscape-scale context – consider what’s happening both on and off 
NFOREST SERVICE lands 
= focus on resource resilience to withstand climate change and other changes – maintain and 
restore watersheds, protect key resources including water, air and soil 
= provide for plant and animal diversity by focusing on ecosystem integrity, supplemented 
by components for specific species as needed 
= use the best available scientific information 

 
= policy – Forest Service Manual (FSM) 1920, Forest Service Handbook (FSH) 1909.12 – still 
being updated.  
 
How is forest planning accomplished?  Forest planning is conducted using the process prescribed 
in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  An environmental impact statement (EIS) is 
the standard documentation of this process, and identifies issues, alternatives and effects.     
 
What is programmatic direction? Some see an analogy to city zoning – 
= the Plan divides the planning area into zones 
= the Plan establishes standards (ordinances) for development by zone 
= the Plan does not require projects to occur, but  
= development may be permitted if it meets zone standards 
 
What decisions do forest plans make?  Forest plans make the following decisions:  

1) Multiple use goals and objectives (different scales) 
2) Management requirements (different scales) 
3) Lands suited/not suited for resource use and production 
4) Monitoring and evaluation requirements 
5) Recommendations for wilderness and wild and scenic rivers  

 
NOTE: A word about scales – management direction in the Plan can apply --  
= Forest-wide – all lands on the Forest  
= Management areas – smaller areas of the Forest which will be managed in a similar way 
 
1) Multiple-use goals and objectives – desired future conditions  

= goals – concise statements describing a condition to be achieved at some future time – 
timeless 
= objectives – concise statements of measurable planned results to achieve goals – jump-off 
point for project planning 

 
2) Management requirements and direction  

= Standards and guidelines impose limitations on resource management activities, generally 
to protect the environment 
= Each management area has a management prescription (including goals/objectives and 
standards/guidelines and expected management practices) 
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3) Suitability for resource use or production  
= considers capability and suitability of an area of land 
= timber, grazing, wilderness, etc.   

 
4) Monitoring and evaluation  

= M+E plan as part of Forest Plan 
= identifies important monitoring elements (basic assumptions, legal, etc.) 
= identifies priorities, monitoring methods and frequencies 

 
5) Recommendations to Congress  

= wilderness 
= wild and scenic rivers 

 
Questions?  None. 
 
Scherrer:  I saw there on the last side you indicated the last Monitoring Report was issued in 
2013.  Will you be giving the Report as indicated on the Agenda? 
 
Fischer: Yes. 

 
 
2013 Forest Evaluation and Monitoring Report ~ Ed Fischer 
 
(See Handout) 
 
Fischer: The handout is a summary of the 2012 Evaluation and Monitoring Report which was 
released in 2013.  All the Forest’s Evaluation and Monitoring Reports are posted on our website. 
 
The whole report is 150+ pages.  I would like to point out a few things.  With regard to invasive 
species, the report identifies that we have continued infestations of weed species.  It also 
provides information on aquatic nuisance species on the Forest.   There is concern about white-
nosed fungus being transferred to bat populations in this area.  The Region has gone through a 
planning process to prepare for management actions in response to white-nosed syndrome.  
 
The report provides information on the mountain pine beetle epidemic.   
 
One paragraph in the Evaluation and Monitoring Report reports on objectives.  The Forest has 
achieved most of the objectives. We also report on success moving towards objectives.  How fast 
we move forward will be determined by how quickly we respond to encroaching pines in some 
habitats. 
 
The Lake Chub inhabits the Deerfield Reservoir, and is in a downward trend population–wise.  
Why?  We have taken conservation measures, and believe they are adequate.  The downward 
trend could be in response to competition, drought, etc.  Forest will follow up on this.   
 
Bobzien:  Does anyone know why our Evaluation and Monitoring is focused on wildlife 
species?  There is a provision in the Forest Plan that the Forest will maintain the viability of 
wildlife species.  If we do not maintain viability, species could be listed under the Endangered 
Species Act.   
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Fischer: A lot of monitoring is focused on wildlife species and habitat.  The mountain sucker 
also appears to be declining.  We believe the conservation measures we have in place are 
adequate and working.  We believe the population decline is due to other elements, possible 
competition with other species, drought, etc. 
 
Questions?  None. 
 
Scherrer:  This report is very interesting to me, and it is interesting how the Forest brings these 
issues to us.   
 
 
Appointment of Forest Health Working Group (MPB) ~ Craig Bobzien) 
 
Scherrer:   The last two items on our Agenda are relatively brief. 
 
Bobzien:   Thank you for your presentation, Ed.  And thank you, Mr. Chair.  This Board talks 
about forest health and its importance on the Forest.  The entire Board will be engaged with this.  
We have had some members of the Board involved in a group called the Conservation Leaders.  
We have had presentations on current science regarding fuel loads across the Forest, etc.  The 
Conservation Leaders Group is comprised of volunteers and is an “all lands” approach with 
representatives from States, federal, private landowners, elected officials, etc.  All of you are 
welcome to participate in that group.  The genesis of this today is that certain items are coming 
forth, particularly with the Farm Bill. There are issues that build on collaboration.  The entire 
Board will be involved with these items in the Farm Bill.  Collaboration of diverse interests 
provides option to apply a variety of tools, such as good neighbor authority, categorical 
exclusions, and others.  I would like to ask Jim Scherrer, Bill Kohlbrand, Nancy Trautman and 
John Gomez to serve on this Working Group.  I would like to allow time for us to review the 
Farm Bill Regulations coming forward, and time to see what the rules of engagement will be as 
we apply the regulations.  But I would like to use this opportunity to prepare, so that when the 
tools are revealed we will be ready to apply best management practices to ensure health on the 
forest.   
 
Scherrer:  We will activate this group as data become available and issues arise that we can 
address.  We will continue to work with the Conservation Leaders as well. 
 
 
Membership and Charter-Renewal Update ~ Scott Jacobson 
 
Scherrer:   The last item on our Agenda is disconcerting.  Scott Jacobson will give us a report 
on our Charter renewal. 
 
Jacobson:  We were asked to submit our Charter Renewal package to the Washington Office no 
later than November 2013.  We sent it in September 19th, before the furlough occurred.  Our 
current Charter expires on March 1st, and we are hoping to have our renewed Charter signed next 
week.  If our Charter expires, we cannot meet until the Charter is approved.   
 
Scherrer:  Assuming it is approved, tell us about membership. 
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Jacobson:  We are working on filling our three vacancies, and have several folks whose terms 
will end this year. 
 
Scherrer:  Can you send us an email listing the specific positions you are looking to fill.  You 
will notify us once the Charter is approved? 
 
Jacobson:  Yes. 
 
Scherrer:  If we have a meeting in March, Dick Brown will Chair as I will be out of town.  
Thank you to everyone, and special thanks to the off-road rider folks who have been here most of 
the day.   
 
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 
None. 
 
 
ADJOURN 
 
Scherrer:  Are there any more comments?  If not, could I have a motion to adjourn; motion 
made by John Gomez and seconded by Becci Flanders-Patterson. The motion passed 
unanimously.   
 
The Meeting adjourned at 4:43pm. 
 
Next Meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, March 19 if the Charter is approved. 
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